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The Center for Community-Based Learning, Leadership, and Research (CCBLLR) partners with the community to inspire students, faculty, and staff to engage in activities that foster enduring personal and social change.

**IN 2019 UWM TRACKED**

58,769 HOURS of community engagement. The dollar value of an hour of service in WI in 2018 was $25.12, making the value of UWM student service to the community valued at $1,476,277.

“All of the skills I have gained through this experience and all of the important things I have learned through overcoming personal challenges have shown me that I can be successful by conquering my insecurities. I have grown a lot as a human being, and I am really proud of the work I have been doing.” — Lena Orwig, UWM Student

CLIP Intern at Milwaukee Environmental Consortium

**IN 2019 THERE WERE...**

- 120 service learning classes
- 3,152 service learning students
- 158 community partners

**HIGHER RETENTION RATES** for Freshman who took service learning courses.

- 79.4% with service learning
- 73.5% without service learning